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of acceptance provided, how can men be spoken of as actuall
reconciled to God? Jji what proper sense can Christ be sairl
have borne our sins, and to have, heen wounded for our traÿ
gressions, if his act was merely the arrangement of a medium
-ÿsalvation! CKrTsF, to make' atonement, must have Been
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tutetfttVOTr place, borne our sins, had imputed to him our tres¬
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peace
chastisement
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him. But, if so, a true atonement must have been made. it
could not have been the mere arrangement of a medium of sal¬
vation. It must have been salvation itself. And, if for all all
must be saved.1
(3) This theory is inconsistent with one of the facts admitted
by its advocates : that the death of Christ was a penal sacrifice
Penalty and guilt have no respect to sin in the abstract, but only
to it as associated with sinners. If the work of atonement sim¬
ply wrought out a medium of access, then it was a mere general
exhibition of God’s hatred of sin, having no respect to particular
persons. On the governmental theory that such an arrangement
was necessary simply to display before the universe the evil of
sin, this idea of atonement might be allowed. But on the theory
of satisfaction to justice the atonement must be made by a penal
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sacrifice.
(4) This theory, like all others of a general atonement, lies
under the difficulty that it extends reconciliation, or a medium of
reconciliation, to persons who by death have been confirmed in
destruction, or it shuts off from its benefits all who have died
before Christ. The theory of limited atonement recognizes all
who are included in it as saved by virtue of it. The virtue
1 On the last page of this chapter the author makes what seems to the reviser a far
more satisfactory statement, ihere he recognizes that Christ in some sense “did ac¬
tually die for the salvation of all ” ; and that the atonement may be “contemplated as
securing the means of reconciliation ” ; and that “ actual atonementfo) the elect is not
inconsistent with the securing of a method of atonement for all." Why may we not
hold that for the elect he died as the actual personal substitute, while for the non-elect
he secured the means, or opened up a way, for possible reconciliation ? If it be asked,
How could Christ’s death avail except by actual substitution for the individual? the
answer is that it is fully as easy to explain this as it is to explain the idea of substitu¬
tion for the individual. The whole thing is God’s plan, and in many respects it is
incomprehensible to us. The simple question is, what do the Scriptures teach? And
it may be confidently claimed that they teach that Cfixist died for all men, as cer¬
thpt; he died rsjTprinlly for the elect. ~Even7n the Old Testa¬
tainly as that they
ment sacrifices we find thatsacrifices were offered at times for the whole congrega¬
tion, as truly as at other times for single individuals. Andrew Fuller, we think, has
done good service in emphasizing this general feature of the atonement, which high
Calvinists, up to this time, had failed to do in their earnest insistence upon the limi"
tations according to election.
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